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WE HAVE SCREENED

WE HAVE IDENTIFIED

8,998 (81.8%)

820

HERDS SO FAR (November 2021)

PI’S SO FAR (November 2021)

You are not alone in receiving a positive result.

28% of farms who screen with Gwaredu BVD
have a positive result.

Case Study –
“Everything’s better now”

Of those, the 49.8% who have conducted a PI hunt
find one or more Persistently Infected (PI) animals
in their herd. Until you remove any PI animals,
BVD will always be present on your farm.

We recently spoke to sheep and beef farmer, Mr
Jones, about his personal experience of eradicating
BVD on his farm in North Wales. Following a positive
youngstock screen he began a PI Hunt.

Each farm that screens ‘antibody’ positive can
receive up to £1000 + vat through Gwaredu BVD
to help them identify any PI animals.

“They had scours, pneumonia, abortions… We didn’t
know what was going on. We tested the bulls and
minerals. We didn’t know much about BVD. We were
injecting against BVD but it didn’t help the PI.”

Why you should isolate and cull all PI animals
on your farm:
PI’s spread the virus and will bring down
the health of the entire herd.
Half die before reaching productive age
(milk) or slaughter weight.
They cannot be treated or cured.

Mr Jones received financial support from Gwaredu
BVD to find the PI animals in his herd.
“Everything’s better now. Drug and vet bills are much
less. We were using lots of Synulox Boluses but now
we’ve only used three in two years. We don’t vaccinate
against pneumonia now, we don’t need to and our
latest scanning results were fantastic with 61 out of
64 in calf ”.

Selling identified PI animals is unethical and
could lead to prosecution.

For further information contact us or speak to your vet:
www.ahww.cymru
gwaredubvd@colegsirgar.ac.uk
01554 748 576
@gwaredubvd

